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We give a new proof for the existence of a @-center manifold at a nonhyperbolic 
equilibrium point of a finite-dimensional vector field of class Ck. The problem is 
reduced to a fixed point problem on a scale of Banach spaces; these Banach spaces 
consist of mappings with a certain maximal exponential growth at intinity. We give 
conditions under which there is a unique fixed point depending differentiably on the 
parameters; the main difkulty is that the mappings under consideration become 
only differentiable after composition with appropriate embeddings on the scale of 
Banach spaces. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present an existence theorem for smooth global center 
manifolds which we obtain via an approach which differs from the usual 
one and avoids most of the estimates needed in the classical proofs. Our 
method leads to a fixed point equation on a scale of Banach spaces; in 
order to obtain the smoothness of the center manifold we have to prove an 
extension of the classical result which gives the C“-differentiable depen- 
dence on parameters of fixed points of uniform contractions of class Ck. 
To state our result in more detail we need the following notation. Let X 
and Y be Banach spaces, and k E N; then we denote by %“(X, Y) the 
Banach space of all mappings w E Ck(X, Y) such that 
IJwllyk := max jwjP := max sup lIDPw(x)ll < 00. 
OCpsk Q<pCk xcX 
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We consider differential equations of the form: 
i = Ax + g(x), (1.1) 
with x E IR”, A E Y( KY”) and g E %?( KY) for some k 3 1. For each .x0 E KY” we 
denote by ,?(I; x0) the unique solution of (1.1) satisfying x(0) = x,; this 
solution is defined for all t E Iw. We can split Iw” as 
R”=Z,@Z+ @Z_, (1.2) 
where each of the subspaces Zo, Z,, and Z is invariant for A, and such 
that 
o(A(z,)=aO:={~~cr(A)~Re~=O}, 
cr(AIz+)=a+ := (IE(T(A)JRel>O} 
and 
o(Alzm)=ap := {AEo(A)IReJ<Oj. 
We denote by n,, n + , and K the projections in KY’ corresponding to the 
splitting (1.2). 
Our main result is then 
THEOREM 1. For each k 2 1 there exists a 6, > 0 such that if g E 9Yk( IV’) 
and 1 gj , < a,, then the set 
M, :=jX*ElRnj(7z++. )1(.;x,)E~O(jW,Z+OZ~)} (1.3) 
is a Ck-submanifold of KY’, invariant under the flow qf (l.l), and having the 
f orm 
M,.= {5+W)l5Qo: (1.4) 
for some Ck-mapping h: Z, + Z, @ ZP . 
Theorem 1 gives the existence of a global center manifold M, with the 
same smoothness as the vector field. Using Theorem 1 we can then easily 
prove the existence of a local Ck-center manifold at a nonhyperbolic 
equilibrium point of an arbitrary Ck-vector field (k 3 1); see the Appendix 
for more details. In the usual proofs for results similar to Theorem 1 (see, 
e.g., Carr [ 11 or Sijbrand [6, 7 J) one sets up a fixed point equation for the 
mapping h, of the form 
h = T(h). (1.5) 
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One shows that if j/gl(++ is sufficiently small, then T defines a contraction 
on a closed subset of a space of Ck- ‘%I-mappings. This gives a center 
manifold of class Ck ~ ‘x1, but using a lemma of Henry [4] one can prove 
that h is in fact of class Ck. However, the definition of T(h) is not very 
explicit in h, and the proof that T is a contraction for the Ck- ‘-‘-norm 
requires a number of quite involved estimates, especially when k > 1. This 
makes it a painstaking exercise to write down a detailed proof based on 
Eq. (1.5) for h. 
In Section 2 of this paper we outline a different proof of Theorem 1, 
following some ideas proposed by Diekmann and Van Gils [2] and by 
Van Gils [9] (see also Schneider [S]). The basic tool in this approach is a 
different class of functions, which we define now. Let X be a Banach space, 
and q > 0; then we denote by BP( [w, X) the Banach space of all functions 
$ E C(Iw, X) such that 
ll4llq :=suPe-v’t’ Il4(t)llx< a. 
rs5% 
(1.6) 
The collection (BC”( II& X)), , 0 forms a scale of Banach spaces: if 0 <[<v] 
then BCr c BP, and the embedding is continuous: 
11~11,~ lldll~~ Vd E BCi(R, X). (1.7) 
Further on we will write X, for BCq(R, IF!?), X, for u?, ,, X, and X,, for 
n x,. q>o 
Our approach is based on the observation that the solutions of (1.1) 
appearing in the definition (1.3) of M,. are precisely those solutions belong- 
ing to X, for each q E (0, &, with 
,8:=min(IReI( 11.~0, ~0~). (1.8) 
Such solutions satisfy a fixed point equation of the form 
4=S.<+KG(d); (1.9) 
here 5 E Z, and G: A’, + X0 is defined by 
G(4)(t) := s(d(t))> VfER, V(bEX,, (1.10) 
while S: Z, + X0 and K: U o < ‘I ~ B X, -+ u. < ‘I < B X, are linear operators 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) SE dp(Z,, XII) for each r] >O; 
(b) KE 2(X,), with norm )I KII ‘1, for each q E (0, /I); 
(c) II K(I ‘I is bounded for 9 in compact subsets of (0, /I). 
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Our proof of Theorem 1 will then be based on 
THEOREM 2. Let k 2 1, and let 5’ and K he linear operators satisfying 
(at(c). Let ije (0, p). IfgEQ?(W) and if 
Id, inf SUP IIKII, < 1 
i~(O.)llk) rl~CT.41 
(1.11) 
then the following holds: 
(i) Eq. (1.9) has for each 5 E Z, a unique solution 4; E X0; 
(ii) the mapping 5 H ~5~ is of class Ck from Z, into X,. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will be given in Section 5. In Section 3 we will 
study the properties of the Nemytski operator G defined by (1.10); we find 
in particular that G is not differentiable as a mapping from X, into itself. In 
order to prove part (ii) of Theorem 2 we will therefore use an abstract 
theorem given in Section 4, and which is an extension of the well-known 
result that the fixed point .%(A) of a uniform contraction f: Xx A -+ X of 
class Ck depends in a Ck-way on the parameter AEA. 
For more details on our approach to the center manifold problem we 
refer to some forthcoming lecture notes [7]; for the case of Volterra 
integral equations of convolution type see Diekmann and Van Gils [Z]. 
2. THE CENTER MANIFOLD THEOREM: AN OUTLINE OF PROOF 
We start by defining B: R + P’(W) by 
B(t) := e;;:+ 
if t CO; 
if t 20. (2.1) 
It follows from the definition of rcO, rr+ and K that for each E >O there 
exists some M(E) > 0 such that 
and 
lleAr7roII <M(E) e&l”, V’tER! (2.2) 
IjB(t)lj <M(~)e~‘fl~~‘)l”, VteR. (2.3) 
Our approach to the proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following lemma, 
the proof of which is straightforward using (2.2) and (2.3). 
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LEMMA 1. Let q E (0,/I) and let M,. be defined by (1.3). Then 
M,. = {x0 E [w” 1 a(. ; x0) E X, >. (2.4) 
Moreover, a function q5 E X, is a solution of (1.1) if and only if for some 
5 E Z, we have 
q+(t) = eAr( + ji e A(‘-‘%cog(~(~)) dt 
+ltm B(t - 7) d/47)) & vt E Ft. (2.5) 
-cc 
So, in order to describe M,. we have to find for each 5 E Z, all solutions 
C$ EX, of Eq. (2.5). This equation has indeed the form (1.9) with S and K 
defined by 
S. t(t) := eA’<, VteR, V’5EZ, (2.6) 
and 
K+(t) := J: e A(‘-r)~O~(~) d7 + I +% B(t-z)rC/(z)dz, Vt E R. (2.7) -5 
It is immediate from (2.2) that S maps Z,, into X,, and satisfies the 
condition (a) of Theorem 2. The next lemma shows that K satisfies the 
conditions (b) and (c) of that same theorem. 
LEMMA 2. For each q E (0, b) the operator K, as defined by (2.7), is a 
bounded linear operator on X,, with norm 1) Kl( 9 satisfying 
llKll~~M(&)~~+p-~-~]. V~~(O,min(q,fl-q)). (2.8) 
Proof. Let 9 E (0, /3), E E (0, min(q, fi - q)) and $ E A’,. Using (2.2) (2.3) 
and the definition of K$ we have then, for each t E R, 
1 ‘l$l’q. (2.9) 
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This shows first of all that K$: 58 -+ R” is well defined; moreover, it follows 
easily from (2.7) that 
Ki,b( t) = d’(r + + n ) K+(O) + j; e41r "l)(T) dT, vr E R. 
This implies that Kt,b is a solution of the equation 
i = Ax + II/(t); (2.10) 
as such, K$ is certainly continuous. But then (2.9) shows that Kt+b EA’,, and 
that K is a bounded linear operator on X, with norm satisfying (2.8). 
Since S and K as defined by (2.6) and (2.7) satisfy the hypotheses (a)-(c) 
of Theorem 2 we can apply that theorem to complete our proof of 
Theorem 1. Fix some k > 1 and define 6, > 0 by 
6;’ := inf inf sup IIKll,. 
vt(W) iE(O.rllk) ?1E(i.l?l 
(2.11) 
Let now g E @(KY’) be such that lgl , < 6,; by the definition of 6, we can 
find some )1 E (0, fi) such that the condition ( 1.11) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. 
By Theorem 2 Eq. (1.9) has for each 5 EZ, a unique solution d< EX~; it 
follows from the form of the equation that $t is also the unique solution of 
(1.9) in X,. But then Lemma 1 implies that 
with 
M, = {d,(OM~Zoj= {i’+h(S)lirEzo$> (2.12) 
h(<):=(n++n )&(o)=s’,~ B(-T)g(d,(T))& v’5EZo. t2.13) 
By Theorem 2 the mapping r w dc is of class Ck from 2, into XV; hence 
also the mapping [ H 4&O) is of class Ck from Z. into R”, as well as the 
mapping h: 2, + Z, @Z- , defined by (2.13). This concludes our proof of 
Theorem 1. 
In the next section we study the properties of the Nemytski operator G 
defined by (1.10). 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE MAPPING G 
The operator G maps A’, into X0; hence we can consider G as a map- 
ping from Xi into X,, for each < > 0 and q > 0; the results of this section 
describe the continuity and differentiability properties of this mapping. 
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LEMMA 3. Let c > 0, q > 0 and g E ‘%“((Wn), Then G: X, + X, is con- 
tinuous; if moreover g E %?I( [w”) and 9 2 i then 
Proof. Let q5,, & E X, and R > 0; then we have 
IIG(~,)-G(~,)ll,=su~e~~“’ llg(~,(t))-g(~,(t))ll 
relR 
< max( sup IIg(~r(t))-g(aJ*(t))lI, 2 lgloe- ““I. (2.15) 
fe[ -R,R] 
Fix some arbitrary E > 0. Let R > 0 be such that 2 lglo e --‘IR < E; let also 
Q:={qb,(t)jt~[-R,R]}. S ince Q is compact there exists some 6, > 0 
such that 
lld-~+~)-gb)lI <E if XE.Q and /)1)/<6,. 
Let ~?:=e-~~fi,. If 114, -&)li<& then ll@,(t)-q5z(t)ll ~6, for all 
tc[-R, R], and (2.15)implies that IIG(d,)-G(&)ll,<~. This proves that 
G: Xr+X,? is continuous at q5, EX;. If yla[>O and g~V’(R”) then we 
have also 
IIW4-W,)Il, 
<sup sup e -~q”’ lIQm,(t)+(l -S)h(t))ll Ildl(t)-h(t)ll 
It R .v E[O. I ] 
~lgl, ll~l-GM’larlI IM-#*II;. 
Before we consider the differentiability of the mapping G we introduce 
some further definitions and notations. If p >, 1 and Y, Y, ,..., Y, are Banach 
spaces, then we denote by 9”P)( Y, x ... x Y,, Y) the Banach space of con- 
tinuous p-linear mappings A: Y, x ... x Y,, -+ Y. If ge @(R”) for some 
k > 1, then we define for each p with 1 < p 6 k a mapping GCP’: X, --+ 
n q > o BCq( R, c.@“( R”)) by 
@“‘(d)(t) := W(4(t)), VteR, VqsEX,. (2.16) 
For fixed 4 E X, we can consider GCP’(&) as a p-linear operator ‘on X,, 
given by 
G’P’(4). (ti,,..., d,)(t) := W(4(t)). (dl(t)>..., d,(t)), 
VtER, VqS, ,..., cjp~Xz. (2.17) 
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LEMMA 4. Let g E %‘k(R”) for some k 3 1. Let 1 < p d k, ii < 0 for 
i=l,..., p,[:=[,+... +[,andq>[. Thenwehave 
with 
G’P’(q4) E Pyx;, x x Xrr, X,), Vq5EX,. 
IIG(p’(fj)IIy~r~ < sup e Pan”” I(Pg(d(t))ll 
IER 
= IIG(p’(d)ll ~ v 6 Igl v c P . (2.18) 
The mapping 4~ GcP’(d) is continuous from X, (c > 0) into 
LP’(X. x iI ... xX,,i,) lfrl>i. 
ProoJ: Writing v] = (q - {) + [, + ... + [,, it is straightforward to see 
from the definitions that 
II@“(d). (4, ,...> 4 P )ll, 6 IlG”“(4)ll ‘I 6 ll9J~, ... Ild,ll(, 
if di E X,,, i = l,..., p. This proves (2.18). The last part follows from (2.18) 
and the fact that the mapping 4~ Go”(#) is continuous from X, into 
BCq’5(R, Yip(p’(Rn)) if ye > [; the proof of this is similar to the proof of 
Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 5. Let g E Vk(Rn) for some k 2 1, and let q > k[ > 0. Then the 
mapping G: X, + X, is of class Ck, with 
DPG(q3) = G’P’(cj) E L~?‘~‘(X,, X,), @EX(, 1 <p<k. (2.19) 
Proof: We remark first that GcP’(d) E Y”“(X,, X,) for each q5 E X, and 
for each p = l,..., k: since ye > k[ > pi this follows from Lemma 4 by taking 
[, = . . = [, = [; by Lemma 3 the mapping Gcp’ is continuous from X, into 
BCqPp’(R!, -@“(R”)), and by (2.18) also from X, into Ytp’(Xr, X,). Now 
we let q$$~ Xr ; then we have 
6 sup e -- ‘l”’ 
s ’ IPAd + s&t)) - &(d(t))ll lliU)ll ds fER 0 
d II&l; sup IIG”‘(~+s~)-G”‘(~)II,~,. (2.20) 
SE [O,l] 
Since the mapping G (” is continuous from Xc into BCqPr(R, Y(FP)) we 
see that for each q5 E Xi and for each E > 0 we can find some 6 > 0 such that 
sup IIG”‘(~+s~)-G’*‘(~)II,~~<E 
s E [O, I] 
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if 11$111 ~6. Then (2.20) shows that G is differentiable at 4~ X,, and that 
(2.19) holds for p = 1. 
If k > 1 one proves in the same way as for (2.20) that for each p = l,..., k 
we have 
(2.21) 
Using (2.18) and the continuity of GcP’: X, -+ KVPp’( R, ~(p)(lRn)) this 
proves (2.19) for all p. 
A similar proof gives also 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Lemma 4 the mapping 
G(p):Xo+~(P)(Xc,~ ... xXi,,X,) is ofclass Ckmp ifq>[+(k-p)o. 
To summarize we see from (2.14) that if 7 E (0, p) and )I KII ? ) gl 1 < 1 then 
F= Ko G is a contraction on X,, and Eq. (1.9) has for each r E Z, a unique 
solution d5 E X,,. However, the mapping F is not differentiable from X, into 
itself: as can be seen from the proofs in this section this is essentially due to 
the noncompactness of the range of functions 4 belonging to X,. It follows 
that we cannot use classical theorems to prove that the map t H dc is of 
class Ck. Fortunately $e belongs in fact to Xi for all i > 0, and F is of class 
Ck from X, into X, if ye > kc; as we will see in Section 5 this will help us to 
prove the differentiability of de. First we prove in the next section an 
abstract result for contractions on embedded Banach spaces. 
4. CONTRACTIONS ON EMBEDDED BANACH SPACES 
Let Y,, Y, Y,, and n be Banach spaces, with norms denoted respectively 
by II. Ilo, II. II> II. Ill, and 1.1, and such that Y, is continuously embedded in 
Y, and Y is continuously embedded in Y,. We denote the embedding 
operators by Jo: Y, -+ Y and J: Y + Y,. We will consider a fixed point 
equation 
Y =f(v, A)> (4.1) 
where j Y x A -+ Y satisfies the following hypotheses: 
(Hl ) Jf: Y x n + Y, has a continuous partial derivative D,,(Jf): 
Yxn--+y(Y, Y,), with 
~,(Jf)(v, A) = Jf”‘(y, 2) =f’,“(y, A) J, V(y, A)E YXA 
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(H2) ,fo: Y,x A -+ Y, (I!“, A)H,~“(J,,, i) :=f‘(J,y,, EL) has a con- 
tinuous partial derivative D;F,,: Y, x A + F(A, Y). 
(H3) There exists some K E [O, 1) such that 
II.f(Y? jL)-.f(P> j-)/l d K llJ'- Pll, v,l,, J E Y, v/l E ‘4 
and 
lIf”‘(Y> J”)II d K, II .~‘\‘Y.Y, 3 )/l < K I-- ) v/(-v, i)E Yx A 
It follows from (H3) that (4.1) has for each E.EA a unique solution 
y = j(A) E Y. We make a last assumption: 
(H4) j(A) = J, jO(A) for some continuous Jo: A + Y,. 
The hypotheses allow us to consider the following equation in 9(/i, Y), 
A =f”)(j(i-), I.) A + Dj,fo(jo(l.), 3.); (4.2) 
because of (H3) this equation has for each A E A a unique solution A(A) E 
=qA 0 
THEOREM 3. Assume (H 1 ))(H4). Then the solution map L;: A + Y of 
(4.1) is Lipschitz continuous, and j, :=Jj: A + Y, is qf class C’, with 
Remarks. ( 1) In case Y = Y, the hypothesis (H4) follows from (H2). 
(2) In case Y= Y, Theorem 3 resembles closely the Lemma 10.2.2 in 
Hale [3]. 
(3) The mappings f”” and f \” in (Hl ) need not to be continuous, 
but .Ifc” is. 
(4) A”,(A) :=JA”(A)E 9(/i, Y,) is the unique solution of the equation 
A, =f\"(j(A)y i)A, +JDj.fo(jo(Ju)y 2)~: F,(A,, 2). (4.4) 
Proof: We first show the Lipschitz continuity of y. We have for all 
A, 1E A: 
IIp(i+X)-p(A)11 = Ilf(j(i+Zh A+X)-f(J(A), A)11 
d Ilf(jqi+X), A+X)-f(jqJ"), i+Z)// 
+ llfO(j"(~), j-+X) -fb(J"(~)~ ~“)I1 
bK llj(~+X)-j(i)11 + 1x1 Sup llDj,fO(~(l(~)~ j-+sX)ll. 
\t [O,l] 
(4.5) 
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Now fix some XE A and let C= C(X) > IIDifO(jO(X), X)11. Since D,f, and Jo 
are both continuous there exists some 6, > 0 such that 
sup Il~ifouo(~)~ A+ ml 6 c 
SE [O,l] 
if I;1 - 21 < 6, and 1x1 < 6, ; for such A, ‘x the inequality (4.5) implies then 
IIjqtl+X)-J(l)I( <C(l --Ic)-’ 1x1. (4.6) 
This proves the Lipschitz continuity of j. 
Next we show that j1 has a derivative at II = 2, given by A’,(X) = JA(I). 
We have for all A E A 
with 
R(A, 1) = j’ [D,.(Jf)(sjqi) + (1 -S) F(A), %) 
0 
- ~,.W-!f)(~(~), l)l. (j(A) - eij(X)) ds 
+J s ’ [D~,f~(~~(~)~S/z+(l-~)~)-D~~f~(~~(~)~~)]~(~-X)d~. 0 
Since o,(Jf), Dj,fo and j are continuous we can find for each E > 0 some 
6 = a(~, ;i) E (0,6,) such that 
sup IlD,(Jf)(sJ(A) + (1 -s) j(K), A) - D,.(Jf)(jj(X), A)11 6 $&( 1 - K)2 C’ 
Jt CO,ll 
and 
“P IIDj,fO(~O(x)~ sA+ (f -S) x)-Dj,fO(jO(x), L)II $ tE(1 -K) I(JJI -’ 
SE ro,i] 
if II - EIl < 6. Using (4.6) this implies 
IIR(~,X)lI,ds(l-K)l~-~(, VA: IL;zI <d. 
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Bringing this in (4.7) and using (H3) gives then 
Ill,-~,(~)-A”,(lr).(j.-~)//,~c jim-21, Vi: Ii-21 ~6. 
This proves that j, is differentiable at i” = 2, with Dj,(A) = A”,(i). It 
remains to show that A”, :A -+ sP(A, Y,) is continuous. 
Since A”, is the fixed point mapping for the uniform contraction 
[,: P’(A, Y,) + P’(A, Y,) defined by (4.4) a classical argument shows that 
A, will be continuous if for each fixed A, E A”,(A) the mapping 
i++F,(A,,A) is continuous. But A”,(A)=JA”(A)c {JAIAE~(A, Y)}, and 
which, by our hypotheses, is continuous in A for fixed A E T(A, Y). This 
proves the theorem. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let f E (0, B) and let S and K be linear operators satisfying the con- 
ditions (a)-(c) of Section 1. Let g E %?(tlV) for some k > 1, and suppose 
that the condition (1.11) is satisfied. Then we can find some q E (0, q/k) 
such that 
lgl1 IIKII, < 1, vv E Ck VI. (5.1) 
It then follows from Lemma 3 that F= K. G is, for each q E [ii, q], a con- 
traction on X,; for each such v] Eq. (1.9) has a unique solution 4c = 
q(t) E X,. Obviously J(t) belongs to X0, and, by the property (a) of S, the 
mapping 8: Z, -+ A’, is continuous for each g E [ii, f]. Theorem 2 then 
follows from 
LEMMA 6. Under the foregoing conditions we have for each p with 
1 d p d k and for each q E (p& ij] that 6: Z, + X, is of class Cp, with 
$(p’(t) := D”$(t) belonging to -4p@)(Z,, X,,q) for each 5 E Z,. 
In this statement we have used the fact that @P’(Z,, X,J is continuously 
embedded in zCp)(Z,, X,) if O<[ <II, via the composition with the 
embedding operator from A’, into X,. 
To prove Lemma 6 for p = 1 we fix some r] E (ij, f] and apply Theorem 3 
with Y,= Y=X,, Y, =XV, A =Z, and f: X,x Z, -+ XV defined by 
f(q5, <) := S. 5 + KG(#). Using (5.1) and the results of Section 3 it is then 
easy to verify the hypotheses (H l )-(H4) of Theorem 3; one has in par- 
ticular f (“(4, 5) = KG(‘)(d) E 2(X,) and f {‘)(tj, 5) = KG”‘(#) E 9(X,). We 
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conclude that & 2, +X, is of class C’, and that $(“(<) := D&(r) E 
P(Z,, A’,,) is the unique solution of the equation 
Q)(l)= KG”‘(&(r)) c,b(‘) +S =: F,(qP’, 0. (5.2) 
The mapping F,: y(Z,, XI1) x Z, + 9(Z,, X,) is a uniform contraction for 
each v E [ii, f], and hence its fixed points i”‘(r) belong in fact to 
9(Z,, A’,) (which is embedded in dio(ZO, X,) if 9 3 q). The mapping 
fj(l): Z, + 9(Z,, XV) is continuous if fj E (6, 91. 
If k > 2 then we use induction on p. Let 1 < p <k, and suppose that for 
all q with 1 <q < p and for all q E (qf, f] the mapping 4: Z, + X, is of 
class Cy, -with J’*)(t) := D”?(t) E Y’y’(Z,, X,?) for each 5 E Z,, and 
$(y): Z, + 9(y’(Z,, X,) continuous if rl E (qq, f]. Suppose moreover that 
$‘P’(5) is the unique solution of an equation of the form 
++) = KG”‘(&[)) #(p)+ H,(l) =: Fp(q+p’, [), (5.3) 
with H,(t) = S and, for p > 2, H,(l) given as a finite sum of terms of the 
form 
KG(4)(i@)). @%,,..., $‘%)L (5.4) 
with 2<qdp, 1 dr;<p for all i= l,...,q, and r, + ... +r,=p. We remark 
that since c$(~)(~;)EY(~)(Z,,, X -) for 1 dr<p we have H,,(~)E 
$P’P’(Z,, XPri). Hence the mapping FP: .P’p’p’(Z,, X,) x Z, -+ 9’p’(Z,, X,) is 
well defined and a uniform contraction for all q E [pfj, rf]. However, the 
first term of F, (which is linear in d(+“) is not continuously differentiable, 
neither in the variable ticpI, nor in the parameter ; this forces us to apply 
Theorem 3 to its full strength, that is by using three different spaces Y,, Y 
and Y,. 
To do so we fix some q E ((p + 1) Fj, ii] and choose o E (q, u/(p + 1)) and 
[E ((p + 1) o, q). We will show that the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are 
satisfied for Y, = dip(p)(Zo, A’,,), Y = P’~P)(Zo, A’,), Y, = 6p’p’(Z,, X,), 
A = Z, and f = Fp. We have (H3) because of (5.1), while (H4) follows from 
the induction hypothesis and pa > ptj. In order to verify (Hl) we have to 
check that the mapping l H KG”‘(&O) is continuous from Z, into 
d;p(X[, X,): this follows from Lemma 4, 9 > 5 and the continuity of 
& Z, -+ X,. To verify (H2) we must show that the same mapping is of class 
C’ from Z, into 9(X,,, X,): this follows from Corollary 1, 5 - pb > o and 
the fact that & Z, + X, is of class C’. In case p 2 2 we have also to show 
that HP: Z, + X, is of class C’; we will do this after completing the induc- 
tion argument. 
We conclude from Theorem 3 that FcP1: Z, -+ P’lP’(Z,,, X,) is of class C’, 
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with F(p+ ” (5) := D$‘P)(<) E YcP+ “(Z,, XV) given by the unique solution 
of the equation 
with 
4 ‘,+“=KG”‘(~(~)).~‘“+“+H,+,(~), (5.5) 
HP+ ,(<I = ~G’2’(i@)). td’p’(t,, 6”‘(O) + D&(t), v’r E z,. 
Hence 4: Z, + X, is of class Cp+ ’ ‘f 1 q~((p+l)q,)1]. To complete the 
proof we have to show that if p 3 2 then HP: Z, -+ 9”p’(Z,, X,,) is of class 
C’ if q E ((p + 1) 6, Fj], and that DH,( 0 is given by a finite sum of terms of 
the form (5.4), with 2<q<p+ 1, 1 <ri<p+ 1 for i= l,..., qand r, + ... + 
ry =p + 1. To prove this we will use the following abstract result. 
LEMMA 7. Let q E N, and let X,, Yi (i = 0 ,..., q), Y and A be Banach 
spaces, such that X,c Yj (i= O,..., q), with a continuous embedding. Let 
M.E”Y’q+ “(X,x “’ x Y,x ... 
(iox .’ 
xXy, Y) (i=O,...,q) and ME~‘~+” 
x X,, Y) be such that 
M, I xg x x x, = MT Vi = O,..., q. 
Let (xi: A -+ X, (i= O,..., q) b e continuous mappings which are qf class C’ as a 
mapping from A into Y;. 
Define m: A 4 Y by 
m(J) := M(a,,(l.) ,..., a,(i)), ViEA. 
Then m is of class C’, with 
Dm(E.). 2 = i Mi(aO(lZ) ,..., Da,(n). I,..., a,,(i)), V/l,IEA. 
r=O 
The proof of Lemma 7 is straightforward, using the definition of a 
derivative and the multilinearity of the operators. Our claim about HP will 
be true if it is true for each mapping fiP: Z, + Y’p’(Z,, X,,) defined by 
fl,(O := G’%%)). (i”“(5)>..., $“%)h 
with 2<q<p, 1 <r;<p (i= l,..., q) and r,+ ... +r,=p. So let fiP be 
such mapping, and let q E ((p + 1) +j, q]. Choose CJ E (q, q/(p + 1 )), and then 
apply Lemma 7 with 
Y = 2P)(Zo, x ) ‘1’ A=Z,, 
X0 = BC” - ‘P + ‘)“(R, @y’( UP)), Y. = BP -pa(R, Ycyt( W)), 
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Yi = Pqz,, x (r, + 1)4 1 9 
i=l ,...Y 4, 
45) = 1”“Kh 
i=l,..., q, V<EZO, 
while M and M, (i = O,..., q) are given by the obvious compositions (such 
that m = RP). Since ri < p for i = l,..., q, and (T > 6 it follows from the induc- 
tion hypotheses that all conditions of Lemma 7 are satisfied. The con- 
clusion of the lemma shows that fi,, is of class Cl, and that 
+ f G’Y’(&5)). ($‘“‘((),..., c$‘~,+ “(t),..., +‘(<)). 
i=l 
This proves our claim about H,, and completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We conclude with the remark that the foregoing proof shows that under 
the condition (5.1) the mapping (I-KoG)-‘, which is defined and con- 
tinuous on X,, maps X, continuously into itself, and its restriction to X, is 
of class Ck from X, into X,. 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we briefly indicate how one obtains from Theorem 1 
the existence of a local Ck-center manifold at a non-hyperbolic equilibrium 
point of a Ck-vector field. Consider the equation 
f =f(x) (A.1) 
withfc Ck(Rn) (k> 1) andf(O)=O. Let A =Df(O), andy(.w) :=f(x)- Ax. 
Let x: R” + [w be a smooth function, such that 
(i) Odx(x)bl, VXER”; 
(ii) x(x)= 1 if JIxJI < 1; 
(iii) x(x)=0 if lixl\ 22. 
For each p > 0 we define g,: R” + R” by 
g,(x) :=7(x) X(P ~ ‘XL vx E la”. (A.21 
Equation (A.l) coincides for I/x1( < p with the equation 
i = Ax + g,(x). (A.3) 
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It is also easily seen from the definition (A.2) that g,, E@(P) for each 
p > 0, and that 
lim jgI,I, = 0. (A.4) 
p-0 
Hence we can choose p >O sufficiently small such that jgPl, < 6,, and 
apply Theorem 1 to (A.3). It follows that for such p Eq. (A.3) has a unique 
global center manifold of class Ck; its restriction to the domain l/xi\ <p 
gives a local center manifold for (A.l). More details on the properties of 
such local center manifolds will be given in [8]. 
In infinite dimensions there does not always exist a smooth cut-off 
function x(x); however, it is possible to adapt our approach to that case. 
We will give the details in a later paper. 
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